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ABSTRACT The Dark Web, primarily Tor, has evolved to protect user privacy and freedom of speech
through anonymous routing. However, Tor also facilitates cybercriminal actors who utilize it for illicit
activities. Quantifying the size and nature of such activity is challenging, as Tor complicates indexing by
design. This paper proposes a methodology to estimate both size and nature of illicit commercial activity
on the Dark Web. We demonstrate this based on crawling Tor for single-vendor Dark Web Shops, i.e.,
niche storefronts operated by single cybercriminal actors or small groups. Based on data collected from
Tor, we show that just in 2021, Dark Web Shops generated at least 113 million USD in revenue. Sexual
abuse is the top illicit revenue category, followed by financial crime at a great distance. We also compare
DarkWeb Shops’ activity with a largeDarkWebMarketplace, showing that these are parallel economies. Our
methodology contributes towards automated analysis of illicit activity in Tor. Furthermore our analysis sheds
light on the evolving Dark Web Shop ecosystem and provides insights into evidence-based policymaking
regarding criminal Dark Web activity.

INDEX TERMS Computer crime, bitcoin, dark web.

I. INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web (shortly Web) has been recognized
as one of the greatest achievements of our times. It offers
unprecedented opportunities for communication and com-
merce, and has truly revolutionized our lives. The original
design of the Web did not have anonymity as a requirement.
Any user browsing the Web leaves digital footprints that can
be traced and unveil the user’s identity [28], [55]. The public
Web is also easy to crawl and index, hence collecting data
to profile users. Users and administrators soon realized the
privacy risks of the public Web and tried to protect content,
user profiles, and communication with passwords and other
authentication methods. Together with paywalls restricting
access and thus indexing, this created the Deep Web, a part
of the Web not indexed by search engines.

Over the years, many solutions were developed to offer
anonymity to Web users ranging from end-to-end cryptogra-
phy using public keys [18], [49], to Transport Layer Security
(TLS) [1], [34], and anonymous communication [52]. While
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the first two communicate point-to-point, the latter is relayed,
potentially better protecting user identity. The Onion Router
(Tor) [48] is the most successful implementation for anony-
mous communication. Tor started as a US military project to
protect the private communication of US military personnel
deployed around the globe. Today, Tor is an independent
overlay network of 7,000 nodes (relays) globally [56], [57].

Tor also is the infrastructure that supports the Dark Web,
i.e., the Deep Web content that exists on overlay networks,
called darknets, that operate on top of the public Internet.
Darknets and Dark Web content can only be accessed with
specific software, configurations, or authorization and often
use a customized communication protocol. Moreover, Dark-
nets can communicate and conduct business anonymously
without revealing user information, e.g., the user’s location or
Internet Protocol (IP) address. The DarkWeb became popular
among activists as it protects the freedom of speech under
duress and activists in different regions of the world, e.g.,
protesters in Arabic Spring [48], and whistle-blowers such as
WikiLeaks [66].

Unfortunately, the anonymity by design facilitated by the
DarkWeb also was attractive to cybercriminals and terrorists.
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By some estimates, the illicit activity on the Dark Web
exceeds 2 billion USD [5], [11], [12], [58], [59]. How-
ever, such reports do not reveal information about their data
sources. Usually, they focus on largeDark Web Marketplaces
that provide a platform for the anonymous distribution of
illegal goods, e.g., guns, drugs, sexual abuse material, and
stolen financial data. Many Dark Web Marketplaces have
been prosecuted and seized by law enforcement agencies,
e.g., DarkMarket [24] and Hydra [62].

In recent years, small shops, called Dark Web Shops,
single-vendor shops run by individuals or small-scale collec-
tives, have been added to the Dark Web ecosystem. There
are many reasons these small individually owned shops
became popular: (i) Readily available webshop software has
enabled Dark Web retailers to sell illicit goods directly, with-
out paying a commission to Dark Web Marketplaces [44];
(ii) Retailers on the Dark Web increasingly avoid affiliation
with notorious DarkWebMarketplaces, which are frequently
involved in geo-political power games [61]; (iii) The take-
down of Dark Web Marketplaces has affected business conti-
nuity and trust of some of the retailers, leading them to initiate
self-hosted shops [22].

Previous research has analyzed the Dark Web and tried
to quantify revenue from illicit trading on the Dark Web.
Most of these studies focused on Dark Web Market-
places as they have been popular during the last years
[4], [7], [11], [12], [13], [20], [32], [39], [44], [54], [58],
[59], [64]. Furthermore, focusing on a single Tor domain
expedites data collection. In this paper, we focus on the
evolving ecosystem of individually owned shops, as a specific
subset of the whole Dark Web ecosystem. We attempt to
understand its structure, operation, payment revenue, and
laundering strategies. We also compare the structure and
operation of Dark Web Shops with Dark Web Marketplaces
and investigate differences and similarities.

The Dark Web Shops ecosystem is a less well-studied por-
tion of the DarkWeb that is also fueled with cryptocurrencies,
especially Bitcoin [16], [38], [63], [64]. Our study sheds light
on the evolving Dark Web ecosystem and is one of the first
large-scale studies to estimate the illicit revenue generated by
DarkWeb Shops and understand the popularity of abuse types
such shops facilitate.

We provide timely and valuable insights, as many Dark
Web Shop transactions are suspicious. According to forth-
coming market regulation legislation, suspicious cryptocur-
rency transactions must be reported to the authorities. For
example, from 2024, the European Union will enforce
the new Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA) rules [47].
MiCA requires cryptocurrency exchanges and other service
providers to identify issuers of cryptocurrency transactions
and owners of self-hosted hardware wallets for cryptocur-
rency transactions over 1,000 Euros. We hope the insights
provided in this study contribute to informed policy-making
in this area.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• To collect input data for our methodology, we develop a
crawler for illicit Tor onions to collect Bitcoin addresses
and characterize associated illicit activities.

• We develop a methodology to perform extensive data
cleansing on a dataset of illicit Tor domains to filter
out non-illicit and duplicate Tor domains, unrelated and
incorrectly formatted Bitcoin addresses.

• Our analysis of the Tor crawler data based on our
methodology shows that the revenue of DarkWeb Shops
was at least 113 million USD in 2021.

• Our analysis shows that the top category of illicit
offerings by revenue is sexual abuse, totaling close to
94 million USD revenue; followed at large distance by
financial crime, accounting for more than 10 million
USD.

• Our investigation shows no overlap between Bitcoin
addresses we discovered related to Dark Web Shops
and those released after the take-down of the largest
Dark Web Marketplace, Hydra (that by some measures
had 80% of the Dark Market Revenue share). This sug-
gests that shops and marketplaces are parallel Dark Web
ecosystems.

• Our analysis shows that cryptocurrency exchange plat-
forms are used by both owners of Dark Web Shop and
Dark Web Marketplaces, which motivates the need for
continuous monitoring and regulatory intervention.

II. BACKGROUND
A. TOR
Tor is an abbreviation of The Onion Router [17]. It is the most
popular software for darknets and is widely used for imple-
menting onion routing, i.e., relaying traffic through multiple
servers (relays) and adding additional encryption at each hop.
The Tor core software and Tor Browser are free and open
source. As a network, Tor is maintained by many volunteers
running Tor nodes, collectively providing an overlay network
intended to facilitate increased user privacy over the regular
Internet, effectively hiding user IP addresses. Next to many
Tor domains (also called onions) serving hypertext similar
to the regular Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the Tor
network is also used to facilitate other Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) based services such as email (OnionMail)
and instant messaging (Ricochet Refresh), which uses Tor
for its peer-to-peer transactions. Many popular browsers are
also able to route traffic over Tor for anonymity. The Tor
network further provides bridges to the regular Internet to
defeat government censorship in several jurisdictions, e.g.,
during the Arab Spring in late 2010 [48]. Today, more than
7,000 Tor nodes are online [56], [57].

B. BITCOIN
Bitcoin is a digital currency based on peer-to-peer technol-
ogy [40]. As opposed to government-issued (fiat) currencies
such as the US dollar, the Euro, and the pound sterling, which
central banks control, Bitcoin is not overseen by a central
authority. Transactions between users and the issuing of new
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Bitcoin are performed collectively by a global network of
close to 15 thousand Bitcoin nodes [5], making it a decen-
tralized currency. Bitcoin transactions, i.e., the transfer of
value from one user to another, are effectively data structures
broadcasted to the Bitcoin network, composed of at least one
input and output. Inputs are quantities of Bitcoin controlled
by the sender, with outputs specifying their destination. Every
transaction represents a state transition in the blockchain,
which is confirmed through mining, which leads to consen-
sus. After confirmation, transactions are irreversible and are
stored in the blockchain and propagated to all nodes in the
network.

C. BITCOIN: REGULATION AND MARKET CAPITALIZATION
While Bitcoin was designed to function anonymously, its cur-
rent mainstream usage has effectivelymade it pseudonymous.
Based on Know Your Customer (KYC) legislation [46] rolled
out in many jurisdictions, people are required to legally iden-
tify themselves when signing up with an exchange platform
to be able to buy Bitcoin. The disclosure of their namesmakes
it difficult to achieve complete anonymity when a transaction
shows up in an investigation. Law enforcement investigators
can link several steps back to their origin. Suppose this is
an exchange platform that is registered as a benign financial
service provider in a jurisdiction. In that case, they can order
the exchange to disclose the user’s identity behind the specific
transaction. This opens up possibilities for forensic investiga-
tion through blockchain analysis.

In the current bear market (Fall 2022), Bitcoin’s market
capitalization is 400 billion USD on average [67], which is
significantly less than its record market cap of 1,156 billion
USD in November 2021. The illicit activity in Bitcoin is
estimated at 2 billion USD, i.e., less than 1 percent as reported
(lower bound estimations) by blockchain analytics firms, e.g.,
Chainanalysis [11], the nominal value is still considerable.
Especially when taking into account that criminal activity
like money laundering usually increases in times of economic
downturn [25] and geopolitical tension [60]. Fortunately,
Bitcoin’s open ledger is a robust forensic tool, enabling
unprecedented opportunities to track funds, especially when
compared to tracing cross-border bank transactions.

III. RELATED WORK
Previous research studied the Dark Web and tried to quantify
revenue from illicit trading on the Dark Web. Most authors
have focused on Dark Web Marketplaces as they have been
popular during the last years [4], [7], [11], [12], [13], [20],
[32], [39], [44], [54], [58], [59], [64]. Relatively few studies
focused on other parts of the Dark Web [7], [33], [38].

Christin [13] crawled the Silk Road Marketplace and
found it was primarily drug-oriented. Meiklejohn et al. [39]
purchased items from various Dark Web Marketplaces
to obtain seller Bitcoin addresses as input to clustering
heuristics. Hiramoto and Tsuchiya [32] have analyzed Bit-
coin transactions of addresses associated with seven Dark
Web Marketplaces based on Bitcoin addresses gathered

via walletexplorer.com [65]. Their analysis, however, didn’t
check if the addresses appeared on the actual Dark Web
Marketplace. Hence they work with an indirect data source,
solely relying on a clustering algorithm. Elbahrawy et al. [20]
have focused on customer migration between different Dark
Web Marketplaces based on pre-processed vendor data.

Bracci et al. [7] studied the selling of COVID-19 products
in 194 different Tor outlets, specifically on selling vaccines.
In earlier work, authors performed similar focused research
into cybercriminal capabilities [64], stolen identity docu-
ments [54], firearms [44], and drugs [4].

Lee et al. [38] analyzed Bitcoin transactions to addresses
scraped from Tor. The set of addresses was relatively small,
but important insights about the Dark Web between 2013 and
2018 could be extracted. The scraped domains were catego-
rized into several categories. Their analysis showed that over
80% of the Bitcoin addresses in the Dark Web were indeed
used with malicious intent. Their study estimates the Dark
Web revenue in their dataset to be around 180 million USD
for the period between 2013 and 2018. Their seed dataset
contained 85 Bitcoin addresses.

Paquet-Clouston et al. [45] used the co-spending heuris-
tic [37] to estimate ransomware payments in Bitcoin. Based
on an analysis of Bitcoin addresses from 35 ransomware fam-
ilies, they quantify the minimum worth of the ecosystem at
over 12 million USD. However, they included addresses that
represented 2 million USD in revenue afterward attributed
to the Silk Road black market and thus cannot be fully
accounted for as ransomware payments. A recent work by
Oosthoek et al. [42] analyzed ransomware payments worth
around 101 million USD in recent years, and they showed
that there is no overlap between the Bitcoin addresses used
for ransomware and those used in reported Bitcoin addresses
from studies in the Dark Web.

Chainalysis [11], [12] publishes annual reports with esti-
mations about the total revenue of illicit activity on the
Dark Web and per category. The estimate for 2021 was
2.1 billion USD. Although the analysis provides valuable
policy-making insights, their methodology is proprietary.
Moreover, they focus on DarkWebMarketplaces exclusively.
United Nations [35], [58], [59] and Interpol [35] also publish
reports for the revenue in the Dark Market, again focusing on
notorious Dark Web Marketplaces and illicit activity such as
drugs, trafficking, and guns. The sources of the data are also
proprietary.

To our knowledge, our analysis is the first to provide
a thorough methodology for the analysis of crawled Tor
data. In our demonstration of its application, we shed a
unique light on the evolving ecosystem of Dark Web Shops,
based on a dataset with much higher coverage than previous
studies.

IV. METHODOLOGY
This section describes the Tor crawler we developed and
implemented to collect content from onions. It also describes
the Bitcoin address clustering methodology we used in our
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analysis. The cleansing methodology explicitly developed for
this analysis is discussed separately in Section V.

A. TOR CRAWLER
While search engines index the content of the regular Internet,
such indexing is not possible on the Dark Web. Access to
Dark Web data requires using specialized software, such as
the Tor browser and the Tor relay client. Indexing of Dark
Web content is further complicated by the fact that Dark Web
domains are usually short-lived [51].

The Tor crawler that we utilize for our collection and
analysis of Dark Web data was launched in 2013 as part
of a research project [53] to increase the coverage of Dark
Web that can be indexed beyond a small number of seed Tor
domains that can be found on the publicly accessible Web
(clearnet). Today, the data collected by the crawler is available
as a commercial product, called Dark Web Monitor (DWM),
mainly to law enforcement agencies worldwide by CFLW
Cyber Strategies. The crawler has provided insights that law
enforcement agencies and prosecutors have utilized in recent
years.

The crawler maintains a list of onions and adds new
domains when they are discovered in the crawling process.
Every onion is crawled at least every 18 hours. This ensures
that even short-lived domains are crawled and indexed. For
each onion indexed, the crawler follows all address paths
from pages available within the domain (page tree). If a
previously unseen domain is discovered, the crawler will
automatically crawl that URL to add it to the archive and
schedule for automatic crawling of the new URL. One of the
main challenges is to have a complete overview of onions,
as this is not facilitated and, on a technical level, not sup-
ported by the Tor network itself. This ‘snowballing’ approach
of scanning all pages for new URL entries recursively leads
to new entries which each crawl.

When a Tor domain is offline, either because it is not active
anymore or due to temporal unavailability, e.g., outage or
routing issues, the Tor domain is revisited with an inter-visit
interval of 1 hour. In the case that the Tor domain continues
to be unavailable after three attempts, the crawling schedule
for this domain follows an exponential back-off, i.e., the Tor
domain is visited after 18, 36, 72 hours up to a maximum
revisit regularity of 10 days.

For the content analysis, the crawler uses regular expres-
sions. It automatically extracts cryptocurrency addresses,
PGP keys, and email addresses that can be used for attri-
bution. The raw data is archived in cloud storage buckets.
Since its launch, the data accounts for 25 Terabytes (until end
of first semester 2022), 15 Terabytes collected during 2021
alone.

Our analysis shows that multiple cryptocurrencies are used
for illicit activity, namely, Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin,
Monero, Ethereum, and Binance Coin. However, our anal-
ysis confirms previous results [38] that, by far, the most

TABLE 1. Categorization of abuse types used to classify Tor domains
based on content for the Tor domains indexed by our crawler.

popular cryptocurrency is Bitcoin. Indeed, around 99% of all
addresses discovered in our dataset is Bitcoin.

For page content classification, we use human crowd-
sourcing to categorize the content. Each newly crawled
domain is inspected by a team of analysts that, based on the
page content, assigns a label indicating the primary type of
abuse observed on that particular domain. A domain may
be assigned to more than one human analyst to improve the
accuracy of the labeling. An overview of the so-called ‘‘abuse
types’’ used in our study is available in Table 1. We notice
that our categorization and description do not follow other
proposed, but not yet standardized categorizations [36].

For our study, we utilize the latest version of our Tor
crawler [53], introduced in 2020. The latest version of the Tor
crawler establishes over 100 parallel connections and makes
it possible to scan all known Tor domains within 24 hours.
Since its launch, the crawler is estimated to have indexed
about a fifth of Tor domains based on statistics published by
the Tor project [56], i.e., approximately 1.5 million unique
Tor domains. The un-indexed domains are primarily onions
serving non-HTTP protocols. Approximately 100 thousand
new unique online domains were crawled and indexed in the
first semester of 2022. This figure accounts for the many
mirrors used by actors to increase the resiliency of their
operations. Such duplicates are aggregated within a single
domain ID if the HTML source code is identical to another
domain.

Our crawler has certain limitations. Onions may be pro-
tected by CAPTCHA [7], [15], making crawling and indexing
challenging. This is typically true for DarkWebMarketplaces
but not for Dark Web Shops. Indeed, popular Dark Web
Marketplaces are usually protected with CAPTCHA or user
passwords, e.g., Hydra Market, and are not indexed partially
or not indexed at all. A recent study [16] shows that coverage
of scrapers of DarkWebMarketplaces is usually low, missing
on average 46% of the listings. Due to this, the actual revenue
of Dark Web Marketplaces is systematically underestimated.
On the contrary, due to the implementation of standard off-
the-shelf software suits that do not support CAPTCHAs by
default, the majority, more than 80%, of single vendor shops
has not (yet) implemented CAPTCHAs. A few examples
of such stores at the time of writing (December 2022) are
DrugzFromNL, Firearms72, Deep Web Guns Store, Patron
Cocaine, WeAreAMSTERDAM, Tom and Jerry Shop and
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GammaGoblin. We are aware that particular single vendor
shops, primarily those facilitating serious crime such as
homicide, might be additionally protected by CAPTCHA and
are thus not included in our analysis. The current version of
our crawler does not crawl nor index domains protected by a
user login. However, it crawls and indexes the front page of
the Tor domain. This leads to a partial view,meaning that only
non-protected onions are fully indexed. Our analysis provides
a lower bound of the estimate of illicit revenue by Dark Web
Shops. Moreover, not all the Tor domains are scanned with
the same frequency. Thus, it is possible to have a less accurate
index for high dynamic content domains when comparedwith
static content domains. This is a limitation of any crawling
process and also applies to many crawlers that index the
publicly accessible Web.

B. BITCOIN ADDRESS CLUSTERING
Bitcoin address clustering aims to break pseudoanonymity in
blockchain by linking Bitcoin addresses that are controlled
by the same entity based on the information available from
blockchain transaction analysis. Several heuristics have been
proposed to achieve Bitcoin address clustering based on dif-
ferent assumptions of how users transact in a blockchain [30],
[39], [41]. To discover whether a Bitcoin address belongs
to a cluster of multiple addresses, we use GraphSense [31],
which builds on BlockSci [37]. To discover Bitcoin address
clusters, called entities, GraphSense exclusively uses the co-
spending heuristic, also known as multi-input, which high
effectiveness has been shown empirically [2], [30], [39]. The
co-spending heuristic recursively queries addresses that were
used to combine funds in a transaction. If a transaction has
input from multiple addresses, these are all likely controlled
by the same actor (individual or group). Figure 1 provides a
graphical representation of this hypothesis.

While the co-spending heuristic is generally reliable,
it might lead to false positives caused by CoinJoin and
PayJoin transactions [31]. CoinJoin and PayJoin are privacy-
preserving transaction methods that combine payments of
multiple parties into one transaction to obfuscate owner-
ship. GraphSense uses the algorithm proposed by Goldfeder
et al. [27] to identify the most common types of CoinJoin
transactions and exclude these from input into the cluster-
ing heuristic. Another common heuristic, the change address
heuristic, isn’t implemented in GraphSense as its reliability
has been proven inconsistent due to its dependence on critical
characteristics in end-user wallet software [37].

V. CLEANSING METHODOLOGY
Data crawled from Tor is inherently noisy. Proper filter-
ing will provide a more accurate portrayal of the relevant
ecosystem. In this section, we present our methodology to
remove corrupted, incorrectly formatted, duplicate, or incom-
plete data, i.e., to perform extensive data cleansing, result-
ing in a dataset that can serve as a basis for dependable
lower-bound estimates. Our methodology, described in detail
below, focuses on cleansing three core aspects of our data

FIGURE 1. Bitcoin address co-spending heuristic: Example of three
Bitcoin addresses with common spending in one transaction.

set: Tor domains (onions), Bitcoin addresses, and Bitcoin
address clusters detected with the co-spending heuristic. For
an illustration of the pipeline of our methodology, we refer
to Figure 2. We hope to contribute to the standardization
and replication of analyses like ours by providing a detailed
design and evaluation of our methodology.

A. TOR DOMAINS
A portion of Tor domains is legal, with the facilitation of
anonymous, licit services as the sole intention. Our analysis
exclusively focuses on illicit, i.e., unlawful criminal activity.
This means we solely regard pairs of Tor domains and Bit-
coin addresses linked to suspicious, or likely illegal, activity,
which we confirm through inspection of each pair. This inher-
ently leads to lower-bound results, as the relationship between
many domains and addresses needs to be clarified, leading
to exclusion from analysis. We only include domain-address
pairs which are manually validated as illicit.

The initial stage of our cleansing methodology focuses on
filtering out non-illicit or otherwise unwanted domains. Each
domain represents a unique address in the .onion special-
use top-level domain. The key objective of the first cleansing
phase is to establish relationships between a Tor page with
an illicit offering and a Bitcoin address. These relationships
can be one-to-one, meaning an individual domain contains a
single valid Bitcoin address or one-to-many, i.e., it contains
more than one address.

We focus exclusively on the entire year of 2021, as the lat-
est crawler version was introduced in 2020. From our crawler,
we obtained Tor domains, also referred to as onions, which
appeared online between January 1 and December 31, 2021.
The content was collected and indexed for each Tor page
crawled. Domain names, Bitcoin addresses, and page titles
were parsed from the crawler collection. Other metadata and
page sources were stored separately for reference. To each
Tor domain, a label was added indicating the abuse type as
listed in Table 1. These labels are assigned by a team of
analysts that manually inspect newly crawled pages. Domains
clearly non-illicit, i.e., of civil rights organizations, political
parties, or whistle-blower sites, are classified as No Abuse
in our study. Note that this provides a two-step approach to
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FIGURE 2. Pipeline of our dataset collection and cleansing methodology.

establish the illicit nature of domains: (i) during the labeling
of newly scraped domains and (ii) in our manual analysis of
remaining domain-address pairs after completion of all steps
of the methodology.

The corpus of collected raw data analyzed for this paper
includes 72,595 unique domains which appeared online in
the Tor network at some point in 2021. The crawler col-
lected and indexed content from these domains for 710,484
pages (URLs). After analyzing the content, 138,967,218 non-
unique cryptocurrency addresses were extracted. A single
cryptocurrency address can be detected within multiple Tor
domains. This primarily occurs due to mirrored domains
and the presence of blockchain explorers, which display
recently mined blocks, addresses, and transactions. After
our analysis, we identified 4,730,419 unique cryptocurrency
addresses, of which the vast majority, i.e., 4,678,384 were
Bitcoin addresses. These addresses are unverified, meaning
that they are formatted as a Bitcoin address but not yet
sanity-checked and confirmed by a Bitcoin node as valid.
This happens in a consecutive cleansing phase. With Bitcoin
dominating our dataset, with 98.9% addresses being Bitcoin,
dominant over other detected cryptocurrencies, we focused
on Bitcoin exclusively as the dominant currency in the
Dark Web.

1) MIRRORS
Our raw dataset contains over 70 thousand unique Tor
domains. However, owners of Tor sites use multiple redun-
dant domains, and often infrastructure is taken offline and
made available again on a new domain. As our crawler saves
the page tree with each visit, we were able to filter out full-
match duplicates based on both the title of the front page and
contents of the page source, based on a hash generated at
crawler runtime. Based on this, we identified 51,324 unique
onions in our dataset for the year 2021.

2) NON-ILLICIT/UNWANTED DOMAINS
We excluded Tor domains that did not fit our classification
of illicit activity in Table 1, focusing on outliers by rank-
ordering the domains in our dataset based on the number of

Bitcoin addresses per individual domain. This reduces the
initial 51,234 domains to 40,606 unique domains, primarily
due to the exclusion of three categories:

(i) Explorers: Our crawler output contains domains that
automatically post blockmining output, similar to blockchain
explorers such as blockchain.com. These sites are advertised
as Bitcoin multipliers, displaying recent transaction data as
proof of their supposed capabilities, a tactic also observed
by previous studies [21]. While these apparent scams extort
money from unaware victims and, thus, are illicit, the Bitcoin
addresses advertised are unrelated. Hence we excluded such
domains from our analysis. We did this based on a rank order
of address quantity per domain and manual inspection.

(ii) Indexes and Directories: We also exclude index sites
and Tor directories. These sites, which also exist on the public
Web, serve as springboards linking to various Tor hidden
services. Some of these host copies of specific pages they are
linking to, causing duplicate pages found on different sites.
We also removed non-illicit pages that appeared on illicit
domains, as these also cause duplicates.

(iii) Paste sites and Forums: The set of Tor domains
was manually inspected to remove further sites that weren’t
clearly illicit. Notable examples of excluded domains are
paste sites listing Bitcoin addresses without clear context
and forum posts referring to Bitcoin addresses without clear
intent. Messages in foreign languages were automatically
translated and manually inspected to understand the context,
and the corresponding Bitcoin addresses were only preserved
when in scope.

3) FALSE POSITIVES
In this step, we removed false positives caused by domains
using inline Base64-encoded images often used to slow down
crawlers [13], of which a portion was detected as a Bit-
coin address by our crawler. We also checked whether each
domain had a label indicating the abuse type attached and
additionally checked each abuse type for correctness using
a random sample of 100 domains. This first phase of cleans-
ing results in an intermediate dataset of 40,606 unique Tor
domains with 291,483 unique Bitcoin addresses.
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B. BITCOIN ADDRESSES
After filtering out non-illicit and unwanted Tor domains,
we also need to filter out Bitcoin addresses unrelated to illicit
activity. We assume the exact requirement that an address and
the majority of its holdings in Bitcoin should be confidently
classified as illegal. This isn’t straightforward due to Bitcoin’s
privacy and pseudonymous characteristics. Hence we opted
for a lower-bound estimate, excluding all addresses which
can be attributed as belonging to a Bitcoin exchange platform.
For such addresses, a portion of holdings is likely illicit, but
the proportion cannot be reliably established. The domain
itself was excluded from further analysis when all Bitcoin
addresses detected in a single Tor domain were excluded.

1) ADDRESS VALIDATION
We checked the remaining 291,483 Bitcoin addresses against
a Bitcoin node for validity. 38,212 addresses were reported
as invalid, i.e., sanity checks such as for address formatting
did not pass the test, or the existence of the address hasn’t
yet been confirmed in block mining. Out of the 253,271 valid
addresses, a remarkable quantity of 246,187 (97.2%) had no
transactions, meaning they were never used according to the
blockchain data. These addresses cannot represent any illicit
activity, so theywere also disregarded, resulting in 7,084 valid
addresses with one or more transactions.

2) OUTLIERS
This step excluded outliers based on the number of obser-
vations of individual Bitcoin addresses in different Tor
domains and the total holdings of these addresses. Based on
this, we excluded Bitcoin addresses found in Tor domains
with Bitcoin ‘‘Rich’’ Lists, i.e., displaying Bitcoin addresses
with the biggest holdings. We also excluded several Bitcoin
addresses if they historically only received COINBASE trans-
actions, which indicates they belong to mining pools. COIN-
BASE transactions (not to be confused with the exchange
platform of the same name) are newly mined coins issued
as a block reward, which cannot be related to illicit activity.
This was furthermore validated by excluding mining-related
addresses shared by Romiti et al. [50] and GraphSense [29].

3) SERVICE ADDRESSES
We refer to addresses controlled by centralized exchange
platforms such as Coinbase and Kraken as service addresses,
as the exchange service owns the private key of the addresses
used for deposit and withdrawl. This also includes addresses
associated with Bitcoin-accepting payment providers and
gambling sites, which store user-owned Bitcoin in cus-
tody [43]. Exchange platforms are of great importance to
blockchain analysts because they provide an opportunity
to identify real-world actors behind Bitcoin transactions if
the exchange adheres to Know Your Customer (KYC) leg-
islation. However, addresses operated by exchanges likely
represent the holdings of more than one user. Furthermore,

ownership of funds can be transferred without on-chain evi-
dence through paper wallets or shared credentials.

As we cannot reliably classify funds terminating at
exchanges as illicit, we have excluded these from our
analysis based on two metrics. First identified exchanges
using labels from GraphSense [31], walletexplorer.com [65],
and BitRank [6] (a commercial service with a free daily
allowance). If one or more of these services identified
an address controlled by an exchange, it was excluded.
Addresses with more than 1,000 incoming transactions were
also excluded. In total, 547 addresses were removed, further
decreasing our set of addresses to 6,537.

By filtering out exchanges and mining-related addresses,
we likely also exclude from our dataset the portion of revenue
sent to that address. Filtering out addresses with over 1,000
transactions may also exclude non-exchange addresses. This
is a well-considered step in our approach to a conservative
but clean estimate. We strive to exclude any funds that cannot
reliably be attributed to an illicit offering on Tor.

4) BITCOIN TRANSACTIONS IN 2021
For our analysis, we focus on the year 2021, which is an
entire year with the latest version of the crawler. To get
an impression of what 2021 looked like in terms of illicit
revenue by Dark Web Shops, we only regarded transactions
between January 1 and December 31, 2021. We filtered for
addresses ‘active’ in 2021, i.e., with one or more transactions
during the above period. This filter reduced the corpus of
Bitcoin addresses from 6,537 to 4,450. Tor domains with
exclusively Bitcoin addresses that didn’t have any transac-
tions in 2021 were also excluded. As a result of the last filter,
the amount of Tor domains included dropped to 1,174.

C. BITCOIN ADDRESS CLUSTERS
For Bitcoin address clustering, we used GraphSense [31],
which builds on BlockSci [37]. GraphSense uses BlockSci’s
ability to detect the most common types of CoinJoin and does
not detect any when we apply it to our dataset. According
to labels from various sources described earlier, using pri-
vacy wallets such as Wasabi was also non-existent. Previous
reports also mentioned that off-the-shelf Dark Web store
front-end software such as Eckmar [19] and TradeMed [3]
have become more sophisticated and generate new Bitcoin
addresses for each purchase by default. This makes address
clustering more challenging.

We excluded probable service clusters if one or more
of the following two criteria were met: (i) the cluster
contains more than 1,000 addresses and (ii) if one or
more of three unique sources (Graphsense [31], walletex-
plorer.com [65], BitRank [6]) attributes the cluster itself
or one or more addresses in a cluster to an exchange
platform.

The most significant effect due to this exclusion of service
clusters occurred in the Financial Crime category. The iden-
tification and subsequent exclusion of clusters of exchanges,
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Service Clusters, also leads to the exclusion of service
addresses in the seed dataset. Because of this, our final
number of seed addresses used for analysis is 2,122. This is
a significant reduction, the process of which is represented
in Section V. The illicit revenue represented by this set of
addresses is a lower-bound estimate of overall illicit revenue
in Tor related toDarkWeb Shops. However, due to the various
steps taken, we are confident that as opposed to the initial
291 thousand addresses, the 2,122 seed addresses provide
a robust representation of payment size, buyer activity, and
distribution between different types of illicit activity related
to the Dark Web Shops.

VI. QUANTIFYING ILLICIT REVENUE
Based on the methodology outlined in Section V, in this
section, we provide an overview of illicit revenue made by
Dark Web Shops in the entire year of 2021. We discuss
results from the analysis of incoming and outgoing Bitcoin
transactions to the set of Bitcoin seed addresses, as well as
based on an expanded set of addresses, using the heuristics
discussed in Section IV.

A. SEED ADDRESS REVENUE PER ABUSE TYPE
Table 2 provides an overview of the results of our analysis
by type of abuse, being the type of illicit activity (in the first
column). We refer to Table 1 for a description of each abuse
type. In the second column, we provide the number of onions
and affiliated pages per abuse type. Although the number
of domains is in the order of tens, the number of affiliated
pages is typically in the order of thousands. Sexual abuse
and financial crime are the two categories with the highest
number of Tor domains or onions and pages, with around
thirty thousand affiliated pages each, i.e., around 82% of the
domains are associated with these two categories. Notice also
that the No Abuse category is very small. As discussed in
Section V it only contains a small number of civil rights
organizations and whistle-blower sites; onions not evidently
non-abusive were not considered in our analysis. As shown in
Table 2 total, for our analysis, we consider 1,197 Tor domains
and 73,209 pages.

The third column presents the number of seed Bitcoin
addresses included per abuse type. Unfiltered is the raw
crawler result, and the filtered number is after the application
of our methodology. For our analysis, we utilize the set
of filtered seed addresses after the cleansing data process
described in the previous section. In parentheses, we provide
the results of Bitcoin address clustering. For completion,
we report both the output of the clustering (unfiltered) and
the results after cleansing (filtered). In our analysis, we take
a conservative approach by only considering the filtered set
of Bitcoin addresses and filtered clusters. Again, the pop-
ular categories are sexual abuse and financial crime, with
more than a million and half a million associated Bitcoin
addresses. More than 270 thousand Bitcoin addresses are
also associated with the drugs/narcotics category. Overall,
in our study, we consider 2,122 seed Bitcoin addresses and,

FIGURE 3. USD Revenue of incoming transactions to seed addresses
found in the Dark Web Shops in 2021 using our crawler.

in total, 2,079,173 Bitcoin addresses after address clustering
and cleansing.

For the analysis of transactions to and from seed addresses,
we focus on the set of transactions without parentheses
in columns four and five. Transactions for sexual abuse
and financial crime dominate, with about half of the total
incoming and outgoing transactions being attributed to these
two types of abuse. We also notice that there is a signifi-
cant imbalance between the number of incoming (14,119)
and outgoing transactions (6,008). This is also the case
for incoming/outgoing transactions for each and every indi-
vidual category. This is to be expected as the payments
are at a given price of the product, and the outgoing
transactions (laundering) are typically aggregated into bulk
transactions.

The last two columns of Table 2 show the revenue per
category for the incoming and the outgoing transactions,
respectively. Our estimation of the revenue in USD is based
on the daily average Bitcoin-USD exchange rate extracted
from CoinGecko’s API [14]. All USD values are rounded to
the closest USD. We focus again on the values in the paren-
theses that correspond to the revenues of the transactions
of Bitcoin addresses after clustering and cleansing (filtered
dataset). For a complete reference, we provide in Table 8 (in
Appendix I) the results when we consider Bitcoin address
clustering without filtering (unfiltered dataset). The total rev-
enue of both the incoming and outgoing transactions exceeds
trillions which are totally unrealistic. Even for individual
categories, e.g., sexual abuse and financial crime is in the
order of hundreds of billions, again not realistic. This further
justifies our decision to take a conservative approach and use
the filtered data following the cleansing process introduced
in V.

B. LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF SEED ADDRESS
TRANSACTIONS
We also have examined the longitudinal revenue of the shops
in our dataset per individual abuse category. In Figure 3 and 4
we plot the revenue per abuse type per month for all the
abuse types provided by the Dark Web Shops in our study.
Sexual abuse and financial crime again appear as the most
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TABLE 2. Overview of our analysis for Dark Web Shops in 2021. Revenue is in USD, rounded to the nearest whole USD. The initial values correspond to
the seed Bitcoin addresses. The values in parentheses correspond to the values after Bitcoin address clustering and data cleansing (‘‘Filtered Dataset’’).

FIGURE 4. USD Value of outgoing transactions from seed addresses
found in the Dark Web Shops in 2021 using our crawler.

high-ranking categories over the entire year, but without sig-
nificant variation. The contribution of the other categories
is relatively stable over time. Regarding overall revenue,
although there is more activity during the first part of the year,
an evident seasonal trend is absent. We note that some of the
fluctuations may be related to the take-down of shops or the
launch of new in some categories that are beyond the scope
of this study. One example of such fluctuation is the outlier
for Cybercrime in August, which is related to the purchasing
of a stolen Bitcoin wallet. We analyzed this and left it in
because, based on blockchain transaction data, it seemed
authentic.

C. REVENUE PER ABUSE TYPE AFTER ADDRESS
CLUSTERING
The last two columns of Table 2 also provide the revenue per
abuse type after retrieving additional addresses based on our
clustering algorithm, as discussed in Section IV. The aggre-
gate estimated incoming revenue is around 113 million USD.
The estimated total outgoing revenue is around 110.5 million
USD. This shows that although there is an asymmetry in
the number of transactions, the incoming/outgoing revenue
is rather balanced. Thus, the outgoing transactions are made
in bulk, but almost the total incoming revenue is laundered
within a year. Notice that some incoming or outgoing trans-
actions may occur in the previous or following year, respec-
tively. Then we focus on the individual categories. Sexual
abuse contributes by far the most to the incoming illicit activ-
ity revenue of Dark Web Shops. Around 94.2 of 112.9 mil-
lion incoming revenue is associated with sexual abuse, i.e.,
more than 83% of the illicit revenue of Dark Web Shops.
The second contributor is financial crime, with 10.1 million
USD, i.e., around 9% of the illicit revenue. The rest of the
contributors in the top 5 list are drugs/narcotics, cybercrime,
and goods and services, with approximately 1.6, 1.4, and
1.1 million USD in revenue, respectively.

In Table 3, we show the distribution of payments (incoming
transactions) to the Bitcoin seed addresses in 2021 per abuse
type.We observe that there is a significant difference between
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the minimum and maximum transaction values. Indeed, the
minimum value is typically cents, while the maximum value
is multiple thousands of USD. The median values, however,
are more representative of the type of business for Dark Web
Shops, in the orders of tens of USD. The 75-percentile values
are similar to the median values, which is another indicator
that the product’s price is in the range of 50 to 500 USD.
Our observations concur with independent studies for the
individual use of drug unit prices and unit prices for other
illicit activities [58].

VII. QUANTIFYING SHOP VS MARKETPLACE REVENUE
In this section, we compare the revenue characteristics, oper-
ation, and laundering practices of DarkWeb Shops with those
observed for Dark Web Marketplaces. Recall that Dark Web
Shops are run by individual actors and small groups, selling
illicit merchandise to customers directly. On the contrary,
Dark Web Marketplaces are run by criminal conglomerates,
offering themselves and, against a commission, other crimi-
nal actors a marketplace to sell, typically, illicit goods.

A. THE HYDRA MARKETPLACE AND ITS TAKE-DOWN
Hydra was launched in 2015 and has been recognized as
one of the largest Dark Web Marketplaces primarily sell-
ing drugs in former Soviet bloc countries such as Russia,
Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. According to an indus-
try report by Chainanalysis [12] Hydra was the domi-
nant Dark Web Marketplaces in 2021. This report esti-
mated that the total revenue of Dark Web Marketplace was
around 2.1 billion USD, and Hydra’s market share was
around 80%.

After being the target of law enforcement scrutiny for
many years, at least a large part of Hydra infrastructure was
taken down in April 2022 by German authorities [9]. The
seized server infrastructure reportedly contained more than
17 million user accounts and 19 thousand seller accounts [8].
While many accounts might be superfluous, as Dark Web
marketplaces usually do not provide account password reset
functionality, these numbers provide an idea of the scale
of its customer base. The US Treasury Department pub-
licly released 117 associated Bitcoin addresses associated
with Hydra after its take-down by German authorities [61],
[62]. The press release by German authorities also claimed
Hydra’s role as the biggest marketplace [9]. According
to data from our crawler, Hydra still partially remains
online.

The release of Bitcoin addresses seized by law enforce-
ment allowed us to extract Hydra’s transactions in 2021 and
use these as input to our clustering algorithm. Based on that,
we are thus able to establish a reliable sample of Hydra’s
revenue in 2021. In filtering, we excluded transactions to the
address of Garantex Exchange, also included in the press
release [62]. Garantex was an affiliated money laundering
service seized simultaneously with Hydra. Inclusion of its
Bitcoin address would wrongly multiply reported revenue.

FIGURE 5. Incoming Transaction Revenue to Hydra Address Clusters in
2021.

The revenue in USD of incoming transactions to the
seed addresses reported by the US Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC) was 792.6 million USD, with the earliest
incoming transaction on April 25, 2015. Based on the set of
seed addresses, 64 Bitcoin address clusters were discovered,
of which the largest had over 6,028,684 Bitcoin addresses.
40 Bitcoin addresses reported by OFAC did not belong to a
cluster, which means co-spending did not take place.

In Table 7 (see Appendix I), we provide the revenue with
Bitcoin address clustering without filtering. Again, the num-
ber is in the order of multiple billions, and although this is
mentioned in some reports [23] as correct, we deem this is
caused by address clusters of the Garantex Exchange pre-
viously mentioned. The revenue flowing into Garantex can
not be fully attributed to Hydra. Without the removal of this
cluster, the total incoming payments would have been around
7.6 billion USD.

Some industry reports claim that Hydra was involved
in ransomware operations [23]. However, when we com-
pared the Hydra-associated addresses with the publicly avail-
able Bitcoin addresses used in ransomware campaigns [42],
we did not find any match.

B. DARK WEB SHOPS VS. HYDRA TRANSACTIONS
REVENUE
In Table 4, we report Hydra’s revenue (in USD) of incom-
ing and outgoing transactions. A first observation is that
the median transaction value for Hydra is in the orders of
thousands of USD compared to the tens of USD in the Dark
Web Shops. The maximum value of Hydra transactions is
also multiple orders higher than these of Dark Web Shops,
reaching 6 million USD. From these values, we can be con-
fident that the structure and customers of the two markets,
namely, the Dark Web Shops and the Dark Web Market-
places, are quite different. The overall incoming revenue
for Hydra during 2021 is around 485 million USD, much
higher than our lower-bound revenue estimate of Dark Web
Shops of 113 million USD. However the reported Hydra
revenue is probably partial, as this is the part of the revenue
affected by the take-down. We also notice that there is a
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TABLE 3. Dark Web Shop payment statistics in 2021 based on seed addresses from our crawler output.

TABLE 4. Hydra’s Revenue in 2021, based on 2021 transactions to
co-spent clusters of Hydra addresses.

substantial imbalance between the incoming and outgoing
transaction revenue, most likely due to commissions and
other complex transactions that occur in large Dark Web
Marketplaces.

In Figure 3, we plot the revenue of Hydra per month.
Although there is no clear trend, the revenue of Hydra has
been increasing over time. This was not the case with the
monthly revenue evolution for the Dark Web Shops, see
Figures 3 and 4. The Bitcoin-USD rate seems to have some
influence on Hydra’s revenue, but there is not always a strong
correlation between revenue and the Bitcoin-USD rate. Recall
that the crawler did not scrape Hydra as it was protected by
CAPTCHA [68]. Thus, we can not analyze the revenue per
type of abuse.

C. DARK WEB SHOPS VS. HYDRA BITCOIN ADDRESS AND
LAUNDERING OVERLAP
We also investigate if there is any overlap between the Bitcoin
addresses associated with Dark Web Shops that we identified
after cluster and cleansing with these identified with the
same technique for Hydra. Our analysis shows that there
is no overlap, which is another indication that Dark Web
Shops and Marketplaces are parallel underground markets.
We acknowledge that for our comparison, we take a very
conservative approach.

However, when we turn our attention to laundering by
Dark Web Shops and Hydra, we notice that they both uti-
lize exchange points. Previous works also confirm that Dark
Web Shops utilize sophisticated techniques to laundry money
using exchanges and wallets [26]. In Table 5, we present
the total revenue and number of transactions for one-hop

TABLE 5. Outgoing Transactions and USD Value to WalletExplorer Entities
(Dark Web Stores).

TABLE 6. Outgoing Transactions and USD Value to WalletExplorer Entities
(Hydra).

outgoing transactions (laundering) of Dark Web Shops per
exchange point in our study. For the analysis of transactions,
we used GraphSense [31]. In Table 6, we repeat the same
for Hydra. We notice that Dark Web Shops and Marketplaces
not only utilize exchanges but also share two common ones,
namelyHuobi andBitzlato. The two common exchanges have
repeatedly reported that they participate in the laundering
of illicit activity [10]. We recognize potentially more trans-
actions with exchanges can be uncovered with commercial
tools. Our labels were sourced from open sources with out-
dated, limited datasets.

D. DISCUSSION
Our analysis shows the necessity of continuously monitoring
payments to Dark Web Shops. Our results indicate that based
on such monitoring, potentially at least 113 million USD
worth of illicit activity, primarily in sexual abuse and financial
crime, can be tackled, which is a significant fraction of the
overall estimated Dark Web market, by some measures, 5%
to 10% [11] in 2021. Our analysis also shows that Dark Web
Shops utilize cryptocurrency exchanges to launder money.
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Most likely, more advanced laundering mechanisms not (yet)
recognized in open-source address labels, such as Bitcoin
tumblers, are employed. Our methodology offers a scalable
way for cryptocurrency services to monitor illicit activity and
exclude them from their operation. It also provides insights
about the evolving Dark Web Shops ecosystem to authorities
towards evidence-based policymaking.

Identifying legal entities behind a Bitcoin address makes
it possible to attribute transactions to human beings. This is
accelerated by address clustering technology as well as exist-
ing and forthcoming European Union KYC legislation [47].
Based on co-spending, joint ownership of addresses can be
established [31], [37], [39]. If the individual or legal entity
behind at least one of the addresses in a cluster is known,
the ownership of the whole cluster is known. As exchange
platforms are bound to the legislation of their particular
jurisdiction, most of them nowadays adhere to KYC legis-
lation. Based on this, they require customers signing up for
an account to present proof of identity and, in some cases,
even share their home addresses. Through this legislation,
law enforcement investigators can now request the personal
details of someone behind a deposit or withdrawal from an
exchange account.

Our ongoing research shows that while the coverage of
public labels attributing Bitcoin addresses to their controlling
entity is scarce, some coverage in publicly accessible sources
does exist. We confirm that we are able to run a similar
analysis for some of the large Dark Web Marketplaces. This
capability is important for several reasons. These labels not
only reveal the exchange platforms that were potentially
involved in leading law enforcement to take down Hydra’s
infrastructure [62] but also show that it is possible to bootstrap
our Dark Web crawler to crawl different parts of the Dark
Web.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Difficulties with scraping and indexing onions complicate
Tor’s analysis of illicit offerings. One way to sidestep such
challenges in research efforts is to focus on a single onion
representing big clusters of illicit activity, namely Dark Web
Marketplaces. Many researchers have focused on such mar-
ketplaces in the past. Much still needs to be discovered
regarding the expanding ecosystem of Dark Web Shops, i.e.,
single-vendor shops operated by individuals or small groups.
For the analysis of this, the difficulties above need to be
tackled.

In this paper, we develop and apply a methodology to col-
lect and analyze the content and involved Bitcoin addresses
in Dark Web Shop websites. In the process, we rely on
experts to annotate the illicit activity associated with each
Dark Web Shop page. Part of our methodology is a detailed
data cleansing process to reliably estimate a lower bound of
the revenue of Dark Web Shops by analyzing their incoming
transactions. Our analysis shows that the Dark Web Shop
revenue was at least 113 million USD in 2021. The top
illicit category facilitated by Dark Web Shops is sexual abuse
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(with revenue close to 94 million USD, or 83% of the total
revenue) and financial crime (with around 9% of the total
revenue). Furthermore, our analysis does not show an overlap
between Bitcoin addresses associated with Dark Web Shops
and those large ones exposed in the (partial) takedown of
one of the largest Dark Web Marketplaces, namely, Hydra.
This indicates that Shops and Marketplaces are parallel Dark
Web economies. However, when we examine the laundering
(outgoing) transactions, our analysis shows that both Dark
Web Shops and Marketplaces utilize exchanges, in some
cases, the same ones (Huobi, Bitzlato). The insights, tools,
and analysis we develop in our work will seed future work
in the area and will help computer scientists, economists,
and policymakers alike to understand the evolving Dark Web
ecosystem.

APPENDIX I. SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
For a complete reference, Table 7 provides Hydra’s entire
2016-2022 transaction revenue to Bitcoin addresses shared
by OFAC [62]. This information is presented to compare
against Hydra’s Revenue in 2021which is available in Table 4
(Section VII of the paper).
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We include Table 8 with raw results for a complete refer-
ence. The table complements Table 2, which appears in paper
Section VI and is also included here. This table includes seed
and cluster revenues before cleansing in the inner segment.

Even though problematic domains such as Bitcoin multiplier
scams showing unaffiliated Bitcoin addresses are already fil-
tered out, the reported revenues are still heavily influenced by
unclean data. With this, we show the importance of thorough
cleansing to arrive at a reliable estimation of illicit revenue
due to filtering a lower bound.
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